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Sub:- Deposit of defence receipts by MROs properly and using of e-MRO porlal of SBI

extensively.
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While adjustment of MROs it has been observed that some units/ formations are not

being adhered to the proper procedures while making remittance of defence receipts into Gor,t.

Account by MRO and this olfice is facing difficulties to adjust the MROs improperll' rernitted by

MROs. The details of discrepancies observed are furnished as under:-

(i) Insufficient information given in II4RO viz. purpose of deposit and name & rank of the

depositor are not mentioned.

(ii) Official seal of the signaton,is either not eiigible or the oft-rcial seal is not being

embossed.

(iii) Remittance made in favour of one CDA, who is not the accounting ar-rthority for the

purpose of remittance made. For example- PCDA(O) Pune is responsible for disbursement of
pa-v and allowance for army off-rcers and the concerned PAO(ORs) is responsible fbr
disbursement of pay and allowance of PBORs of one regiment. But recovery of pay and

allowance are deposited by MROs in favour of CDA Gu"vahati instead of PCDA(O) Pune in

respect of army officers and the concerned CDA of PAO(ORs) in respect of PBORs.

(iv) After the units moved out trom one command to another corrrmand. rent and ailied

charges pertain to the previous corr.mand are deposited in favour of tl're CDA of the present

command instead of the CDA of the previous command.
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In view of the above mentioned observations, it is requested that the necessary guidelines

may be issued to the units / formations under your administrative jurisdiction, therefore they may

follow the proper procedures while making remittance of defence receipt into Govt. Account by

MROs.

Further, it has been observed that the maximum number of units/ formations are still
depositing the defence receipts into Govt. Account by manual MROs instead of e-MROs" In this

connection, kindly refer to this office circular No. A/VI/152/TRL/DMRO/VoI-XLVIII dated

0610412018 and circular No. A/V/Circular/Vo1-I dated 0110112019 wherein this office has been

pursued for extensive use of e-MRO Portal of SBI for remmitance of defence receipts into Golt.
Accounts by electronic mode, but the position has not been improved so far.

In view of the above, it is requested that the units/ formations under your administrative
jurisdiction may kindly be insisted foi extensive use of e-MRO Portal of SBI, therefore the cent

percent remittance of defence receipts into Govt, Account by e-MROs might be achieved in the

next financial year of 2019-20.
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